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Abstract Embedded Systems have become highly interconnected devices, being the key

elements of the Internet of Things. Their main function is to capture, store, manipulate and

access data of a sensitive nature. Moreover, being connected to Internet, expose them to all

kind of attacks, which could cause serious consequences. Traditionally, during the design

process, security, privacy and dependability (SPD) have been set aside, including them as

an add-on feature. This paper provides a methodology together with a Multi-Metrics

approach to evaluate the system SPD level during both the design and running processes.

The simplicity, based on a single process during the whole system evaluation, and

scalability, simple and complex systems are evaluated equally, are the main advantages.

The applicability of the presented methodology is demonstrated by the evaluation of a

smart vehicle use case.

Keywords Internet of Things � Embedded Systems � Security � Privacy � Dependability �
Multi-Metrics � Sensor systems

1 Introduction

Our society is build and driven by Embedded Systems (ESs). Composed of different

components, ESs range from low-end systems, such as smart cards, to high-end systems,

like routers and smart phones. Furthermore, ESs constitute one of the key elements of the
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Internet of Things [1]. The technological progress produced several effects, such as the

power and performance boost of ESs. Hence, their capabilities and services have raised,

and in consequence, their usage has been substantially increased.

Together with the evolution of performance, energy consumption and size, ESs jump

from isolated environments to interconnected domains. Although the evolution of

connectivity enlarges the number of possible services, at the same time it increases the

attackability of this kind of systems.

Embedded Systems are used for multiple purposes, mainly to capture, store and control

data of sensitive nature, e. g. car systems. Attackers could have different goals to com-

promise ESs, from gathering sensitive data, thus compromising their privacy, to disrupt the

service by a Deny of Service (DoS) attack, exploiting their security and dependability. The

consequences of a malicious and a successful attack could cause physical and economical

losses, and thus it is important to keep them as secure, privacy-aware and dependable as

needed in a given situation.

Traditionally, the design process of ESs has been focused on reducing costs, size and the

energy consumption while increasing their performance and power. security, privacy and

dependability (SPD) have been applied as add-on instead of built-in features. Furthermore,

rather than as a group, these properties have been analysed and implemented individually

which decreases their efficiency. Although this approach reduces the design and

development costs, it sacrifices the quality of applied measures converting ESs more

vulnerable. In order to create secure, privacy-aware and dependable ESs, the design pro-

cess must tackle SPD from the beginning, which will provide robust systems.

Within this paper, a functional SPD level evaluation methodology is presented and its

applicability validated by implementing it in a real use case. The core of the methodology

resides in the Multi-Metrics SPD evaluation, which provides a practical and simple so-

lution for SPD implementation during not only the design, but the whole lifetime of ESs.

The presented concepts and results are developed through the European activity SHIELD.

The nSHIELD project [2] looks at the applicability of the envisaged approach in different

domains. This paper focusses on privacy in a social setting of lending a vehicle.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows: Sect. 2 provides an overview of related

work on security, privacy and dependability; Sect. 3 presents the ESs SPD level

methodology; Sect. 4 introduces the smart vehicle use case and explains its main features;

Sect. 5 defines the metrics selection and definition process, and describes the five metrics

using along the work; Sect. 6 introduces the Multi-Metrics approach and shows its

applicability by analysing the privacy SPD level, SPDP, of a smart vehicle sub-system;

Sect. 7 evaluates the results obtained in the previous section and finally, Sect. 8 provides a

summary of the key contributions of the research.

2 Related Work

This section describes some of the works related with security, privacy and dependability

metrics and their measurement. Furthermore, the main aspects of each work are described

and compared with the solution presented within this paper. The reviewed works are

classified into three main SPD aspects.

There are two types of security, privacy and dependability metrics: system-based and

attacker-based measurements. The first ones are called as system-centric approaches, while

the last ones are known as attacker-centric methods [3]. Those approaches focused in
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attackers, assume attacker capabilities, resources and behaviour, while system-centric

solutions dismiss assumptions, and rather concentrate in system components and capa-

bilities. Previous research on security measurement has been mainly concentrated on

attacker-centric approaches [4, 5], even if there are some system-centric methods [3].

From the Embedded Systems development point of view, the focus on attacker capa-

bilities and behaviour is not helpful, as it leaves out the system-centric design and con-

figuration aspects.

2.1 Security Metrics

One of the well-represented studied areas deals with the security of different types of

system, considering security, privacy and dependability metrics individually.

Prior research on security metrics has been mainly focused on software security. Fur-

thermore, software security has been analysed from different layer perspective: code,

function and system levels.

Code level metrics analyse code bugs, but without weighting them, i.e., all bugs have

the same importance. Intuitively, by lowering the amount of code bugs, they increase the

overall system security.

A wide group of researches have focussed on detection of bugs at code level [6–9]. One

of the main problems of this approach is that giving the same importance to all bugs, it

does not represent which bugs are easier to exploit.

System level security metrics rely on organizations and websites that publish discovered

vulnerabilities in various systems. Some of those organizations and websites are US-CERT

[10], NIST [11], MITRE [12] and SecurityFocus [13]. Browne et al. [14] create a mathe-

matical model to measure the frequency at which incidents related to a specific vulnerability

are reported to the US-CERT. In addition, Alves-Foss et al.[15] calculate the system vul-

nerability index using system characteristics, potentially neglectful and malevolent acts

factors, to use it as a measure of computer system vulnerability. Furthermore, Beattie

et al. [16] propose a model which finds the appropriate time for applying security patches to

a system for optimal uptime. Beattie’s work is not just focusing on security, but also

addresses dependability. Brocklehurst et al. [17] include the effort that an attacker needs

and the obtainer reward factors to measure the operational security of a system. The main

restriction of system level security metrics is that they ignore specific system configurations

which allow or prevent that a particular vulnerability might be exploited.

Function level metrics weight the bugs giving them a different importance, thus provide

a more specific approach. Moreover, function level metrics analyse vulnerabilities taking

into account the system conditions, which is represented by the attackability concept. Since

the attack surface metric was firstly introduced by Michael Howard [18], it has been

applied in different domains by multiple works [19–25]. Defined as the attack opportunity

or attackability of a system, or its exposure to attack [18, 20], attack surface is a relative

metric that strikes at the design level of a system. Howard et al. [20] propose the attack

surface metric for determining whether one version of a system is more secure than another

with respect to a fixed set of dimensions. Their work evaluates the attack surface metric of

five different versions of Windows operating system. To do so, they define and use five

different elements to evaluate the attack surface level; Target, Enabler, Channel, Protocol

and Access rights. After giving a specific weight to each element, which reflects the

repercussion of each of them, all the elements are computed with a function resulting in

attack surface level. The main advantage of this method is that dividing the metric into

small elements helps to simplify the approach. However, the function for computing all the
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elements together have to be specified for each system, which, even for a simple system,

can be extremely difficult. Additionally, this work relies on the history of attacks on a

system, which prevents it for applying in a systematic form.

Different variations of an attack surface metric have been introduced. Manadhata and

Wing [22] modified the attack surface metric introduced by Howard et al. [20] in order to

categorize the system resources into different attack classes. The main idea behind

classifying system resources is based on the notion that some of them are more likely to be

attacked than others. After identifying and classifying all attackable system resources, they

presented, measured and compared the attack surface of two Linux distributions, De-

bian [26] and Red Hat [27]. Following the same approach, Manadhata et al. analyse and

compare the attack surface of two IMAP servers [23, 28, 29] and two FTP Daemons [23,

29, 30].

One of the essential ideas behind attack surface metric is that is important to remove

unnecessary features, and offer those characteristics as reconfigurability or composability

options. In this sense, and considering the flexibility to add/remove specific component

from some operative system kernels, Kurmus et al. [21, 31, 32] suggest a dynamic analysis

of system features to compose an OS kernel just with necessary features. The main

problem of this approach is that the characterization of a operating system and its appli-

cations in a determinate moment helps to reduce its attack surface but it prevents to expand

with more features later on. Stuckman and Purtilo [24] continue with the composability

idea by proposing a method to evaluate the attack surface impact of a configuration or

environmental change, which helps system administrators to tune their applications to

optimize security. The reduction of the attack surface on permission-based software has

been also analysed by Bartel et al. [19]. Their work has been fully implemented on An-

droid, a permission based platform for mobile devices.

Embedded Systems are a combination of hardware and software elements working

together to offer different services. One of the main problems of software security metrics

is that they just focus on a single software package or operating system. They do not

consider the security of a combination of software packages. Thus, they do not include the

interrelation between different systems. From the ESs perspective, is necessary to analyse

not only the security of a single element, but the combination of multiple components.

Hence, the Multi-Metrics approach suggested within this work, first evaluates the SPD

level of single components to finally join all of them and obtain an overall SPDSystem level.

2.2 Privacy Metrics

Privacy metrics research is not as extensive as security metrics research presented in the

previous section. Additionally, most of the works which propose privacy measurements

focus on user location privacy.

Krumm [33] proposes two location privacy metrics emphasizing the importance of

finding a single quantifier for location privacy. Shokri et al. [34] first analyse various

location-privacy protection mechanisms and introduce three different metrics used for

measuring location privacy; uncertainty-based, error-based and k-anonymity metrics. After

comparing those metrics their work states that metrics such as entropy and k-anonymity are

inadequate for measuring location privacy. Additionally, Shokri et al. propose a formal

framework for the analysis and the systematic comparison of location-privacy protection

mechanisms. The framework proposed by their work is an attack-centric method which

considers the prior information that could be available to attackers, and various attacks that

can be performed. The location-privacy framework considers elements such as mobile
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users, possible traces of a specific users, location-privacy preserving mechanism,

observable traces for the attacker, inference attacks from the adversary and evaluation.

The work of Ma et al. [35] is an example of privacy research related to vehicular

communication systems. Their work uses the entropy as the metric to measure the location

privacy level.

Within this paper the privacy level SPDP, for three scenarios of a smart vehicle is

calculated. In each scenario, the privacy level is measured in term of user location privacy.

However, instead of analysing the privacy by its own, the resulting level is associated with

security and dependability levels. Along Sect. 7, the result of combining privacy and

dependability will show the necessary commitment to reach an overall SPDSystem level.

2.3 Dependability Metrics

Dependability level is measured by the combination of availability, reliability, safety,

integrity and maintainability. Even if all dependability elements are measurable, just

availability and reliability are quantifiable. Thus, traditional dependability metrics are

related with those two elements; Mean Time Between Failures (MTBF), Mean Time To

Repair (MTTR), Mean Time To Failure (MTTF), Mean Time To Unsafe Failure (MTTUF)

are some of them. Prior research analyses dependability either during the design process or

under operational conditions.

Jatain et al. [36] compare software reliability measurement models which use design

phase dependability metrics. Some of the metrics used by the analysed models are the

average expected lifetime, elapsed time between failures, number of failures, mean time

between failures and fault rate. The main problem of comparing models resides in the fact

that none of them can be adjusted to a specific system. In other words, all models base their

analysis on a predefined set of metrics, which can not be extended to include aspects or

configurations of a specific system. Therefore, their approach is less suitable for comparing

different configuration options of a specific system.

Henkel et al. [37] present a multi-layer dependability design flow. As it is defined

within the work, the multi-layer term is use to form and/or adapt together at least two

hardware and/or software abstraction layers, during the system design or runtime. The

main advantage of the multi-layer approach resides in the reduction of error propagation.

Each layer is evaluated independently and the result is combined with other layers to end

up with an overall dependability value. The errors are addressed within each layer which

prevents the extension of their effects towards other layers. Our methodology proposed in

Sect. 3 is also based on the evaluation of the SPD level of different layers. The Multi-

Metrics approach eases the understanding of the compliance of system components or sub-

systems, providing a simple view of what to solve to end up with an appropriate overall

SPDSystem level.

Weiner et al. [38] use different metrics to evaluate the dependability of the proposed

wireless system architecture. The metrics they propose are used to measure the dependability

of wireless sensors and actuators for a control unit. Signal propagation delay, probability of

failure and worst case latency are assessed using metrics. These metrics are used within the

proposed model to evaluate the worst-case latency and compare it with the critical latency.

The result is used to evaluate if actual wireless communication systems are appropriate

enough for their system requirements. While Weiner et al. focussed on dependability, our

approach evaluates the SDP level of different configurations and shows which of them are not

suitable to satisfy the established SPDGoal.
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Prior research analysed security, privacy and dependability measurements individually.

Even if some of them combine security and privacy or security and dependability, none of

them combines all of them. Considering SPD independently in designing fragile systems

could result in a highly secure system, but the system might be highly vulnerable due to

dependabilities. In most cases a specific security, privacy or dependability level requires a

compromise between one or the other, implying a balance between all three of them. The

next section describes a methodology to combine and evaluate different metrics by the

usage of the Multi-Metrics approach.

3 Methodology for Security, Privacy and Dependability

This section describes the methodology to measure the security, privacy and dependability

(SPD) level of a system. The objective is to achieve an overall system SPD level,

SPDSystem. The main advantage of this methodology is that it provides a simple mechanism

to measure and evaluate the system security, privacy and dependability levels.

SPDSystem is a triplet, composed of individual security, privacy and dependability levels

(s, p, d). Each of the levels is represented by a range between 0 and 100, i.e. the higher the

number, the higher the security, privacy and dependability level. However, in order to end

up with SPDSystem, during the whole process, the criticality is evaluated. Criticality is again

a triplet (Cs, Cp, Cd), defined as the complement of SPD, and expressed as

ðCs;Cp;CdÞ ¼ ð100; 100; 100Þ � ðs; p; dÞ.
As shown in Fig. 1, a system is composed of multiple sub-systems which at the same

time consist of various components. Additionally, a system is used in different scenarios,

and for each scenario the configuration of sub-systems and components could be different.

Every scenario in which the system will run have some SPD requirements, SPDGoal.

Thus, the system will have as many SPDGoal as scenarios. In addition, for each scenario,

the system can be configured differently, which derives in a distinct SPD level for each

configuration in every scenario. Therefore, the introduced methodology evaluates all

configurations on every scenario, and it ends up by comparing and selecting the con-

figuration that best satisfies the established SPDGoal.

sub-system 2
(s,p,d)

Comp. 1 Comp. 2 Comp. 3

Multi-Metrics
MM

M

sub-system 1
(s,p,d)

system
(s,p,d)

Multi-Metrics (weighted subsystems)

Fig. 1 System level Multi-Metrics (MM), with M indicating a Metrics analysis
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The methodology described within this section, is composed using the evaluation of

components, sub-systems and the system. As shown in Fig. 1, the methodology starts by

evaluating each component, then the combination of components that make up a sub-

system, and finally the set of sub-systems that forms the system. Between every system

division, the Multi-Metrics approach is applied. Applicability of the Multi-Metrics will be

further explained within Sect. 6.

The metrics are the objects or entities used to measure the criticality of components. As

presented in Fig. 2, the criticality of a component for a given configuration is evaluated

through one or more metrics. The result of the metrics is again joined by using Multi-

Metrics, which provides the overall component measurement. The selection and/or

definition of metrics, applied for a specific use case, is further explained in Sect. 5.

Each component, each sub-system, and the SPD level of the system is computed for all

possible configurations supporting a given scenario. Security, privacy and dependability of

the system are evaluated individually. However, whenever the obtained SPD level have to

be compared with the scenario SPDGoal, all SPD elements are taken into account, and a

visual representation is used for the SPDSystem compliance.

The main purpose of the visual SPD level representation consists of simplifying the

comparison between the SPD level of each configuration and the SPDGoal for a given

scenario. The rest of the work is focused just on privacy level in order to simplify the

example. Each scenario has a predefined SPDGoal, as shown in Table 1, and the evaluation

of each configuration results in a specific SPD level.

In order to simplify the selection of the most suitable configuration, every element of

SPD level is substituted by a green, yellow or red circle. The colour is selected according to

the numeric difference between SPD level and SPDGoal, following the next criteria:

Fig. 2 Component level Multi-Metrics

Table 1 SPD
Goal

and SPD level.
(Color table online)

SPDGoal SPD level

Conf. A (s, 100, d) (s, , d)

Scenario 1 Conf. B (s, 80, d) (s, 80, d) (s, , d)

Conf. C (s, 80, d) (s, , d)
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• j SPD Goal � SPD levelj ¼ � 10, green .

• j SPD Goal � SPD levelj ¼ [ 10; � 20, yellow .

• j SPD Goal � SPD levelj ¼ [ 20, red .

Table 1 shows the colour representation of the privacy level for each system configuration.

The last step, after following the same approach with security and dependability

measures, is to make a commitment and select the most convenient configuration for a

given scenario. As result, the SPDSystem will be established.

Within this chapter, the methodology for evaluating and selecting the best SPD level

according to the SPDGoal has been presented. Its main advantage consists in the simplicity

of evaluating and selecting the most appropriate configuration for a given scenario. The

Multi-Metrics approach reduces the complexity of the evaluation process; the visual

representation of SPD simplifies the selection process.

4 Use Case Smart Vehicle

This section describes the smart vehicle use case which is used, along the paper, to show

the applicability of the presented methodology. The use case includes three different

scenarios and nine possible system configurations. The main purpose is to analyse which of

the configuration best fits the envisioned SPDGoal of each scenario and evaluate the SPD

level in which the system will run.

4.1 System Description

Our use case envisage the privacy aspects of motorbike (MC) riding. A young driver is

allowed using the MC given that he is not speeding (v � 80 km=h). His parents ensure him

full privacy while keeping within the agreed speed limit (scenario 1), but will be informed

if he exceeds the speed limit (scenario 2). In scenario 2, the parents will receive a SMS

about the speed and the location of the vehicle. We also add an emergency scenario in case

of accidents (scenario 3), where an SMS alert is sent to both parents and emergency

services, and where relevant information from the MC is provides to a Backend system.

The Smart vehicle, shown in Fig. 3, consists of three different sub-systems in order to

fulfill the requirements from the use case.

• A Backend (BE) system, building the interface from the MC to the end-user,

• An Embedded System (ES), mounted on the vehicle, to monitor the conditions of the

MC, and

• The ES—BE communication, being a mobile link between the ES and BE.

4.2 ES—BE Communication Sub-System

This sub-system connects the ES with the BE. Communication is either performed through

GPRS or through SMS in case of notices to parents or emergency units. The analysis

performed in this paper focusses on just the communication subsystem to ease the un-

derstanding of the overall methodology.

The overall system may operate in 9 configurations (A–I), addressing grades of privacy

protection:

• Conf. A: The ES does not send any SMS; GPRS data are encrypted with 128 bits key.

The ES accepts remote configuration from the BE.
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• Conf. B: Same as above, except ES sends a keep alive message to the BE every 120 s.

• Conf. C: Same as above, except BE sends messages to the ES and the last one replies

every 60 s.

• Conf. D: The ES sends an SMS to parents; GPRS data to the BE are encrypted with 64

bits key. ES accepts remote configuration from the BE.

• Conf. E: Same as above, except ES sends location and speed information to the BE

every 10 s.

• Conf. F: Same as above, except BE sends messages to the ES and the last one replies

with location and speed information every 5 s.

• Conf. G: ES sends one SMS to parents, another to emergency services. Unencrypted

data about the status of the MC are sent from the ES to the BE. ES accepts remote

configuration from BE.

• Conf. H: Same as above, except ES sends location and speed information to the BE

every 2 s.

• Conf. I: Same as above, except BE sends messages to the ES and the last one replies

with location and speed information every 0.5 s.

Fig. 3 Smart vehicle topology, consisting of Embedded System (ES) with sensors, communication and
Backend System (BE)
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Having introduced the use case, the architecture and the configuration of the system in

this section, the following section will select the metrics to evaluate the system and

establish the SPD level.

5 Metrics Definition and Selection

This section describes the selection and definition of SPD metrics. Five metrics are used to

evaluate the SPDGoal level of the smart vehicle, being presented in Sect. 4.

The SPD level of the components that make up an Embedded System can be measured

by multiple metrics. Definition and selection of the necessary metrics requires expertise in

the field, and should be performed by a system engineer. One of the ideas behind this work

resides in the creation and maintenance of a common metric database. The main benefit

consists of reusing the metrics used to measure the same or equivalent component SPD

level, or even use existing SPD values for subsystems/components with a given con-

figuration. To the best of our knowledge, there is no metric database available, giving us

the task of defining relevant metrics.

5.1 Metrics Definition

The proposed metric definition methodology is composed of four phases: parameters iden-

tification, parameters weighting, component-metric integration and metric running. Our smart

vehicle system is evaluated through five metrics, following the four phases shown in Fig. 4.

The Parameter Identification phase involves the component analysis which will be

measured by the metric itself. Based on the component purpose and its characteristics, the

identified parameters will be classified and transferred to the next phase.

The next step, Parameter Weighting, evaluates the repercussion of the possible values of

each parameter on the component SPD level. This step needs to be done by an expert in the field,

since it requires a good knowledge not only about the system itself, but also in the security,

privacy and dependability domains. The impact of each parameter value for a given SPD aspect

is defined by its weight. Notice that the weight will be different for each SPD aspect.

The next phase, the Component-Metric integration, consists of identifying the possible

values that a parameter could have based on all the configurations in which a system will run.

After all the parameters, the weight of their values within a component and the possible

configuration values have been identified, the last step is to run the metric. In this phase

parameter values specified by each of the configuration files are evaluated through the

respective metric and provide the criticality level of the component. This step is repeated

for every SPD aspect.

5.2 Use Case Metrics

In this work the Multi-Metrics approach has been applied on the Embedded System (ES)

and the Backend (BE) communication sub-system. The following five metrics have been

Fig. 4 Metric definition and run phases
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defined to measure the criticality level of the four components which make up the

evaluated sub-system:

• Ports metric

• Communication channel metric

• SMS message rate metric

• GPRS message rate metric

• Encryption metric

Within the following subsections an overall description of each metric is provided. The

port metric is described in detail to explain the four metric definition phases.

5.2.1 Ports Metric

The port metric evaluates the impact of the port component within the ES—BE commu-

nication sub-system. Next, the steps followed for its definition are described. Notice that all

presented values refer just to privacy evaluation.

1. Parameter Identification the analysis of the port component and the ES—BE

communication sub-system ends up with the identification of four protocols or port

classes: SSH, SNMP, SNMP traps and SMS.

2. Parameter Weighting the formulation of the weight, by an expert in a field, provide the

values shown in Table 2.

3. Component-Metric Integration the identification of all possible port values for a given

system configuration provides a considerable amount of options.

4. Metric Running Table 3 shows the values obtained from the evaluation of configura-

tion B within the scenario 1.

5.2.2 Communication Channel Metric

The communication channel metric measures the SPD level offered by the two possible

channels used by the ES—BE communication sub-system: GPRS data transmission and

SMS message. Table 4 shows the parameters of communication channel metric and their

weights.

5.2.3 GPRS Message Rate Metric

The GPRS message rate metric evaluates the period in which data are transmitted over the

GPRS channel. This metric takes into account the amount of information that could be

jeopardized in case the communication channel is compromised. Table 5 shows the pa-

rameters of GPRS Message Rate metric and their weights.

5.2.4 SMS Message Rate Metric

The SMS message rate metric evaluates the amount of transmitted messages. This metric

takes into account the amount of information that could be jeopardized in case the

communication channel is compromised. Table 6 shows the parameters of SMS message

rate metric and their weights.
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5.2.5 Encryption Metric

The encryption metric measures the needed strength to decrypt data, provided by the

encryption component. It focuses in the used key length to encrypt the transmitted data.

Table 7 shows the parameters of Encryption metric and their weights.

This section introduces the necessary steps to define the metrics used for components

criticality evaluation. Furthermore, five metrics used to evaluate the ES—BE communi-

cation sub-system are presented. The result of evaluating the four components is further

explained within the following section.

6 Multi-Metrics Approach and Operation

This chapter describes the Multi-Metrics (MM) approach and shows its applicability on the

sub-system described in the previous section.

Table 2 Ports metric parameters weights

Parameter Cp Characteristitics

SNMP (UDP) 161 in the ES 40 Usage: BE checks if ES is alive.

Handled data: IP addresses, ports

SNMP trap (UDP) 162 in the BE 60 Usage: ES sends to BE keep alive message

Handled data: IP addresses, ports

Usage: ES sends to BE observation data

Handled data: speed, location.

Usage: ES sends to BE alert data in accident case

Handled data: alert, location

SSH (TCP) 23 in the ES 30 Usage: BE sends ES configuration

Handled data: ES configuration

SMS 80 Usage: ES sends vehicle owner observation data

Handled data: location and speed of the vehicle

Usage: ES sends vehicle owner alert in accident case

Handled data: alert, location, sender phone number,
receiver phone number

Table 3 Ports metric integration
Configuration Metric parameters Cp

Conf. A SSH 30

Conf. B SSH ? SNMP trap 61

Conf. C SSH ? SNMP 41

Table 4 Communication chan-
nel metric

Parameter GPRS with GEA/3 SMS over GSM
with A5/1

Cp 20 40
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Multi-Metrics is the core process of the overall methodology. During the SPD

evaluation of an entire system, Multi-Metrics is used in repeated occasions to evaluate the

SPD level step by step and end up with the overall SPDSystem.

Multi-Metrics is a simple process which evaluates the repercussion of each metric,

component or sub-system, based on its importance within the system. Its main advantage

resides in its simplicity, which is based on the combination of two parameters: the criticality

level for a given system configuration and its importance. The criticality level varies be-

tween a metric, component or sub-system, depending on the level in which Multi-Metrics is

applied. Furthermore, the usage of the same operator along the whole SPDSystem evaluation

simplifies the methodology by making it more understandable for people not being experts

in the field. The output of Multi-Metrics is a single number which shows the criticality level

of the components and subsystems, and is easily translated into a SPD level.

The importance or significance of a specific metric, component or sub-system, within

the system SPD level evaluation, is given by its weight. The weight, is a value within a

range of 0 and 100, i.e. the higher the number, the larger is the significance of the evaluated

element. The definition of the weight of an element depends on the role or function it

performs, and is established by the system designer or an expert in the field.

The Multi-Metrics approach is based on two parameters: the actual criticality xi and the

weight wi.

The criticality C is accomplished by the root mean square weighted data (RMSWD)

formula.

C ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

X

i

x2
i wi

Pn
i wi

� �

s

ð1Þ

There are three possible criticality level outcomes, being (1) component criticality, after

evaluating the suitable metrics, (2) sub-system criticality, from the evaluation of compo-

nents or (3) system criticality, after performing the Multi-Metrics operation on sub-sys-

tems. The actual criticality xi is the result of (1) the metric for a component evaluation, (2)

the component evaluation, obtained by a previous RMSWD, for a sub-system evaluation,

or (3) the sub-system evaluation, obtained by a previous RMSWD, for a system evaluation.

All this values are for a given configuration in a specific scenario.

Table 5 GPRS message rate metric

Parameter (s) 0.5 1 2 5 10 20 60 120 1

Cp 80 60 45 30 20 15 10 5 0

Table 6 SMS message rate
metric

Parameter 2 messages 1 message 0 message

Cp 10 5 0

Table 7 Encryption Metric
Parameter No

encryption
Key 64 bits Key 128 bits Not

applicable

Cp 88 10 5 0
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6.1 Communication Subsystem Evaluation

This section performs the evaluation of the ES—BE communication subsystem, and thus

demonstrates the the applicability of the methodology, using the privacy evaluation as an

example.

The ES and Back end communication sub-system is composed of four components,

listed below together with their weight (w) within the sub-system:

1. Port (C1), w ¼ 40

2. Channel (C2), w ¼ 20

3. Data transmitter (C3), w ¼ 35

4. Encryption (C4), w ¼ 60

At the same time, the evaluation of those four components is performed though five

metrics, described previously in Sect. 5.2. These are the five metrics together with their

weigh (w) for the component they evaluate:

1. Port (M1), w ¼ 100

2. Communication channel (M2), w ¼ 100

3. GPRS message rate (M3), w ¼ 80

4. SMS message rate (M4), w ¼ 20

5. Encryption (M5), w ¼ 100

The SPDGoal for privacy SPDP is presented in Table 8 and refers solely to the privacy

goal of the given scenario. Furthermore, as the evaluation of the sub-system is just con-

sidering the privacy p, the security s and dependability d values are not shown.

The results obtained from the evaluation of the privacy for the four components by the

five metric values and the sub-system are showed in Table 8. Components C1, C2 and C4

refer each to just one metric, while component C3 has been evaluated by two metrics, M3

and M4. Since the ES—BE communication subsystem is composed of four components,

the evaluation of its criticality includes all of them.

Table 8 Multi-Metrics evaluation of the sub-system. (Color table online)

Criticality SPDP

C1 C2 C3 C4 Sub-Sys. Scen. 1 Scen. 2 Scen. 3

SPDGoal (s, 80, d) (s, 50, d) (s, 5, d)

Multi-Metrics
elements

M1 M2 M3 \M4 M5 C1. . . \ . . .C4

Conf. A 30 20 0 5 17 83

Conf. B 61 20 4 5 32 68

Conf. C 41 20 9 5 23 77

Conf. D 82 41 2 10 45 55

Conf. E 82 41 18 10 45 55

Conf. F 83 41 27 10 47 53

Conf. G 82 42 4 88 70 30

Conf. H 82 42 40 88 73 27

Conf. I 83 42 72 88 79 21
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As the last step, the privacy SPD level, SPDP, of the sub-system has been calculated,

and in order to simplify the most suitable configuration selection, a colour has been

assigned based on the difference between SPDP and the subsystem goal SPDGoal.

Table 8 shows that e.g. conf. A,C satisfies Sc. 1, and conf. D-F satisfies Sc. 2. After ex-

amining the values, and before the most suitable configuration for each scenario can be selected,

security s and dependability d values have to be evaluated using the same methodology.

This chapter explained the Multi-Metrics and shows its applicability using privacy as an

example. In order to end up with a specific configuration which best satisfies the SPDGoal

of each scenario, is necessary to repeat the same process both with security and

dependability. The final result, being the SPDSystem, is a triplet with the exact security,

privacy and dependability values obtained from the application of a given system

configuration.

7 Evaluation

This section evaluates the applicability of Multi-Metrics approach and the presented

methodology.

The outcome of the system analysis, presented in the earlier Sect. 6, showed various

configuration options satisfying the privacy goals, SPDP, defined by the application. As an

example, Scenario 1 has a privacy goal of 80, which is satisfied by both configuration A

(SPDP = 83) and configuration C (SPDP = 77). Following the same methodology, we can

evaluate the system according to security and dependability. The result of the system

evaluation will then be a triplet, e.g. SPDConf.A = (42, 83, 64) for configuration A and

SPDConf.C= (22, 78, 53) for configuration C. The optimum configuration for a given sce-

nario is then selected according to security and dependability analysis results.

Following the same example, we have defined an SPDGoal of (50, 80, 60) for scenario 1.

The most suitable configuration would be the first one, being SPDConf.A = (42, 83, 64).

Thus, the system, running within scenario 1 and configuration A, would have a SPDSystem

being (42, 83, 64) or ( , , ).

The presented methodology considers all SPD aspects during the analysis of the most

suitable configuration for each scenario. The picture obtained in the end shows under

which SPD conditions the system will run for a given scenario and configuration. During

the design phase of the Embedded System, the possible scenarios and configurations can be

foreseen and the same analysis can be performed, providing security, privacy and de-

pendability by design. The result will clarify if it is necessary to modify the design, of some

system aspects, to satisfy the established goals.

Furthermore, for an existing system, the same analysis will provide a clear picture about

the SPDSystem level in operation. This analysis will identify which configuration options or

system parts are not behaving as expected, thus, increasing the whole system risk. The

early correction of misbehaving configuration options could prevent further consequences.

8 Conclusions

Embedded Systems evolved from isolated to highly interconnected devices, being the key

elements of the Internet of Things. Their security, privacy and dependability (SPD) has

been set aside, not fully considered during the design phase, but included as an add-on.
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Moreover, each SPD aspect have been treated alone, without looking for a balanced

solution.

In order to address this challenge, the Multi-Metrics methodology presented within this

paper considers all SPD aspects together, both during the design and running phases. Its

main advantages are the simplicity, Multi-Metrics is the core process used along all the

steps, and scalability, it starts with component evaluation to jump over sub-systems and

ends up with the entire system evaluation. The result is an overall SPDSystem level, which

makes it easy to understand under which configuration the system will perform as en-

visaged by the SPDGoal.

The Multi-Metrics approach is applied for a smart vehicle use case, evaluating three

scenarios with different privacy concerns. A total of nine system configurations are

analysed, providing two configurations satisfying the privacy requirements of the first

scenario, three satisfying scenario 2 and no configuration satisfying completely the

SPDGoal of scenario 3. Including security and dependability in the analysis provides a

configuration suitable in answering the goal of an application.

The use case demonstrates the simplicity of the approach, as a single Multi-Metrics

process is used during the whole system evaluation. Scalability is demonstrated, as simple

and complex systems are evaluated equally, and each component, each sub-system and the

resulting system can be classified through an (s, p, d)-triplet. In case of the metrics, further

work needs to be done regarding their definition, components need to be characterized and

their criticality established.
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